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WELCOME TO THE THEATRE OF THE POLITICALLY
ABSURD
Thesaurus Rex roams the White House while all are asleep and
devours laws, agreements, human values, words, punctuation, rules,
conventions, the constitution, the environment and common sense.
As he roams he sings to himself from his favourite song,
‘All the little birdies go Tweet, Tweet, Tweet.’

Theresa, Head Prefect of St. Thatcher’s, hiding in the airing cupboard,
repeatedly tells the world that only her strength and stability can save us
from dreaded equality and fairness.
‘Bring back selection’, she cries.
‘Exterminate foxes (not you Liam…er…on second thoughts…)’, is her
watchword.
‘Brexit means Fuxit’, she tells those nasty foreigners across the Channel.
She too sings, a verse from her favourite hymn, All Things Bright and
Beautiful.
The rich man in his castle,
The poor man at his gate,
He made them, high or lowly,
And ordered their estate.

Tony Blair, known to his supporters as TB, eagerly prepares for his
Coronation. Our Once and Future King has chosen his new palace and
assembled lots of courtiers. He awaits the call.
Music consoles him too, stimulating memories of his time as lead singer of
the Ugly Rumours. These immortal lyrics run through his head.
The best things in life are free
But you can keep 'em for the birds and bees
Money
That's what I want
That's what I want
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Boris the Bold explains how lies are not really lies when he tells them.
His dream is of a world where all is forever Bullingdon. You go out with
your mates, trash a country or three and in the morning write a cheque to
cover the damage. The oiks won’t mind. They will touch their caps,
muttering ‘Thank you guv’nor.’

Jeremy Hunt says he is tired of people mispronouncing his name.
How does it go?
Mrs. Puggy Wuggy had a square cut punt.
Not a punt cut square.
Just a square cut punt.
It was round in the stern and blunt in the front.
Mrs. Puggy Wuggy has a square cut punt.

Paul Nuttall scores the winning goal in the Cup Final, again.
Cliff Jones takes to his bed when he asks himself if he marked Nuttall’s
Government and Politics GCSE paper.

Nicola Sturgeon looks up the plural of ‘referendum’.
She takes to her bed when told that the surname of William Wallace
shows that he was Welsh.

Leanne Wood (known to Paul Nuttall as Natalie) is making progress
in her Welsh language lessons and got 75% for spelling
Llanfairpwllgwyngyllgogerychwyrndrobwllllantysiliogogogoch.
As you will remember, this was the secret password used by the
characters played by Jane Fonda and David Hemmings in the film
Barbarella.

Tim Farron is not having a gay day.
‘Shut that political door.’

Meanwhile, at the allotment, every seed sown by Jeremy
Corbyn is coming up.
Cliff Jones, 3rd. June 2017
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